
1. What IARA is
International Alliance of Robotics Associations (IARA) is an international robot technology
cooperation and coordination organization, initiated by robotics associations from different
countries and regions. In the spirit of promoting an open, innovative, mutually beneficial and
win-win culture, we jointly and synergistically work together to advance the industrial and
technological progress of alliance members, strengthen communication and cooperation
among members, facilitate the development of robot industry around the world and enable
robots to better serve human society.

2. What IARA members are
Zhejiang Robot Industry Association, The Robotics Society in Finland, Asia Pacific Assistive
Robotics Association, Malaysia Robotics and Automation Society, China-Japan Robotics
Alliance of Asian Association for Technology Communication, Spanish Technological Platform
for Robotics, Silicon Valley Robotics, Israeli Robotics Association, Robotics Australia Group,
Guangdong Robotics Association, China Chongqing Federation of Robotics and Intelligent
Equipment Industry.

3. What IARA does
- Inducting and Enabling robotics and related skills enhancement network.
- Aligning and Fostering cooperation to advance robotic innovations.
- Rendering and Contributing to improve higher-order harmony in society.
- Advancing the promises and potential of robotic and related technologies.

4. What IARA offers
- Members can promote activities in the global network of robot industry associations.
- Four IARA special committees support members’ activities.
- IARA supports the members of robot associations in terms of funds, technology, and
market.

5. What IARA members do
- Members have the right to participate in the events organized by IARA.
- Members have the obligation to abide by the IARA Charter.
- Members have the obligation to actively support the development of IARA.
- Members have the right to freely withdraw from IARA.

6. How to contact IARA
- Website: www.iara.global
- Email: secretariat@iara.global

7. Where IARA headquarters is located
Xiaoshan Robot Town, Hangzhou, China.

8. Welcome to join IARA
Fill the application form: http://iara.global/join.html *No membership fee
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